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Abstract
We present SWAN, a novel All Flash Array (AFA) management scheme. Recent flash SSDs provide high I/O bandwidth
(e.g., 3-10GB/s) so the storage bandwidth can easily surpass
the network bandwidth by aggregating a few SSDs. However, it is still challenging to unlock the full performance
of SSDs. The main source of performance degradation is
garbage collection (GC). We find that existing AFA designs are susceptible to GC at SSD-level and AFA softwarelevel. In designing SWAN, we aim to alleviate the performance interference caused by GC at both levels. Unlike
the commonly-used temporal separation approach that performs GC at idle time, we take a spatial separation approach
that partitions SSDs into the front-end SSDs dedicated to
serve write requests and the back-end SSDs where GC is performed. Compared to temporal separation of GC and application I/O, which is hard to be controlled by AFA software,
our approach guarantees that the storage bandwidth always
matches the full network performance without being interfered by AFA-level GC. Our analytical model confirms this if
the size of front-end SSDs and the back-end SSDs are properly configured. We provide extensive evaluations that show
SWAN is effective for a variety of workloads.

1

Introduction

With the advent of the IoT and big data era, the amount of
data generated, manufactured, and processed is expected to
grow at rates that were previously unimaginable [20, 25, 36,
44, 52]. Such explosive growth of data will impose considerable stress on storage systems in data centers. All Flash
Array (AFA) storage, which solely uses an array of SSDs,
seems to be a viable storage solution that is capable of satisfying such a high demand. AFA has been recently receiving
a lot of attention because of its high performance, low power
consumption, and high capacity per volume.
While flash SSD is relatively new and its characteristics
are different from HDD, the overall architecture of an AFA
system is not much different from traditional HDD-based
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Figure 1: Performance of AFA consisting of eight SSDs under random write workloads. Performance fluctuation starts
to occur (at around 1000 seconds) when the size of user write
request approaches the capacity of AFA, roughly 1 TB in this
configuration.
storage servers [9, 18, 21, 30, 35, 58]. This is because, instead of architecting a new SSD-based storage server from
scratch, existing HDD-based storage servers have evolved to
embrace high-speed SSDs. For example, an array of SSDs
inside an AFA are grouped by variants of RAID architectures (e.g., RAID4, RAID5, or Log-RAID, which is based
on log-structured writing that we describe in more detail in
Section 2).
This naive AFA design, which replaces HDDs with SSDs,
is not adequate to take full advantage of high-speed SSDs
in two reasons. First, we observe significant performance
drop as we run the FIO tool [6] that generates 8 KB random writes. Figure 1 shows the throughput of AFA with
eight SATA SSDs (Samsung’s 850 PRO) grouped as LogRAID [9, 10, 21], where each SSD exhibits an effective
write throughput of 140 MB/s. We find that garbage collection (GC) of AFA interfere with user I/O. Specifically, for
the first 1,000 seconds, the system maintains high throughput that is close to the accumulated throughput of the eight
SSDs. However, after 1,000 seconds, owing to interference
with GC, the throughput drops considerably and oscillates
between 300 MB/s and 750 MB/s, which is much lower than
its full performance for 8 KB random I/Os.
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Table 1: Comparison of All-Flash-Array products

SSD Array
Network

Capacity
# of SSDs
Network Ports
Aggr. Network Throughput

EMC
XtremIO [1]

NetApp
SolidFire [4]

HPE
3PAR [2]

Hynix
AFA [22]

36∼144TB
18∼72
4∼8×10Gb iSCSI
5∼10 GB/s

46TB
12
2×25Gb iSCSI
6.25 GB/s

750TB
120 (max)
4∼12×16Gb FC
8∼24 GB/s

552TB
576
3×Gen3 PCIe
48 GB/s

Second, we find that storage bandwidth and network bandwidth are unbalanced. Typically, AFA is composed of multiple bricks, which is a 1U storage node to scale out capacity. As shown in Table 1, each brick is composed of a large
number of SSDs and multiple network ports. Given the storage capacity and the number of installable SSDs, the aggregated write throughput of SSDs easily surpasses the aggregated network throughput. Taking EMC’s XtremIO in Table 1 as an example, its 10GB/s network throughput can be
easily saturated with four high-end SSDs with 2.5GB/s write
throughput [48] out of the 18∼72 SSDs. This matches with
observations of other recent work [12, 15, 37, 40].
The above two observations lead us to propose a new architecture for AFA systems. Given the maximum network or
user-required throughput, our goal is to derive a balanced
AFA system that satisfies the required throughput all the
time without being interfered with foreground GC. To this
end, we present SWAN, which stands for Spatial separation
Within an Array of SSDs on a Network. In contrast to RAID
that manages all the SSDs in parallel, SWAN manages the
SSDs through several spatially separated groups. That is,
only some spatially segregated SSDs out of all the SSDs, are
in use at a single point in time to serve write requests over
the network.
The rationale behind such segregated management is that,
even if a large number of SSDs are available in the system,
all the SSDs are not necessary to fully saturate the network
bandwidth of the AFA. Using more SSDs in parallel does not
help the clients in terms of performance. However, even with
such a small number of SSDs being used, providing ideal,
consistent performance is impossible with GC interference.
The only way to achieve such ideal performance is hiding the
GC effect. To hide the GC effect in SWAN, we partition the
SSDs in the array into two spatially exclusive groups, that
is, the front-end and the back-end SSDs, of which the frontend is composed of enough SSDs to saturate the bandwidth
specification of an AFA. Then, SWAN manages these SSDs
such that all writes are sequentially written to the front-end
SSDs and those SSDs are never involved in GC. While the
front-end SSDs are busy handling the user writes, the backend SSDs perform GC in the background. Once the front-end
SSDs become full with user data, the cleaned back-end SSDs
become the new front-end to keep serving the user writes
without foreground GC. By so doing, performance interference due to GC can be hidden.
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This unique organization and operational behavior of
SWAN gives us insight in deriving its balanced design. The
number of SSDs belonging to the front-end SSDs should
be large enough to fully saturate the required throughput. If
not, users’ performance demand cannot be satisfied. To give
enough time for back-end SSDs to be completely cleaned up
before they become frond-end SSDs, we should provision
enough SSDs in the front-end and back-end SSD pool. Otherwise, foreground GC becomes unavoidable. The number
of SSDs in the frond-end and back-end groups can be estimated by referring to the required throughput and worst-case
GC cost models [31, 38, 53].
In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
• We present a two-dimensional SSD organization as a
new AFA architecture, which we refer to as SWAN. We
show that such an organization allows for spatial separation of arrays of SSDs so that consistent throughput
that is not influenced by GC can be provided.
• We provide an analytic model that decides the best
number of SSDs in the frond-end SSD group and in
the back-end SSD group. This provides guidance on deriving a balanced system when designing SWAN-based
AFAs.
• We conduct comprehensive evaluations using various
workloads, including both synthetic and realistic workloads, and demonstrate that SWAN outperforms existing storage management techniques such as RAID0,
RAID4, RAID5, and Log-RAID [9, 10, 21]
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
the next section, we review existing AFA systems. Then, in
Section 3, we present the design of SWAN in detail and an
analytic model to completely hide the performance interference by GC. After discussing the implementation issues of
SWAN in Section 4, we describe our experimental setup and
present detailed results with various workloads in Section 5.
We discuss the influence on SWAN on SSD design and other
relevant issues in Section 6, . We review prior studies related
to this work, comparing them with SWAN in Section 7. Finally, we conclude the paper with a summary in Section 8.

2

Background: All Flash Array

Existing AFA systems can be roughly categorized into two
types depending on their write strategies, in-place write
AFAs and log write AFAs, as summarized in Table 2.
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Table 2: Comparison of existing approaches for managing All-Flash-Array storage
Media type

Modification

Disk Organization

Harmonia [30]
HPDA [35]
GC-Steering [58]

Write Strategy
In-place write
In-place write
In-place write

GC Interference

SSDs
SSDs & HDDs
SSDs

Array controller
Host layer
Host layer

RAID-0
RAID-4
RAID-4/5

SOFA [9]
SALSA [21]
Purity [10]
SWAN (proposed)

Log write
Log write
Log write
Log write

SSDs
SSDs & SMR
SSDs
SSDs

Host layer
Host layer
Host layer
Host layer

Log-RAID
Log-RAID
Log-RAID
2D Array

GC Interference: Interference between GC of SSD/AFA-level and user’s I/O

In-place Write AFAs. Approaches with the in-place write
strategy heavily rely on the traditional RAID architecture,
but attempts have been made to improve performance by
modifying data placement and the GC mechanism. The most
well-known ones are Harmonia [30], HPDA [35], and GCSteering [58].
Harmonia is based on the RAID0 architecture that groups
all SSDs in an array in parallel without any parity disks [30].
To minimize high I/O fluctuation caused by SSD-level GC
that independently happens in individual SSDs, it proposes a
globally-coordinated GC algorithm that synchronizes the GC
invocations across all the SSDs in the array. If GC is invoked
in one SSD, it intentionally triggers GC in all the others, so
that all the SSDs in the array are garbage collecting. This
approach minimizes user-perceived I/O fluctuation through
frequent GC invocations, but cannot completely eliminate
performance interference by GC.
HPDA (Hybrid Parity-based Disk Array) takes an SSDHDD hybrid architecture based on RAID4 [35]. By using
a few HDDs as temporary storage to keep parity information, it mitigates performance and lifetime degradations of
SSDs caused by frequent updates of parity data. While it is
effective in lowering parity overhead, it does not propose any
technique to hide GC interference.
GC-Steering is similar to SWAN [58]. It spatially dedicates few SSDs, called staging disks, to absorb the host
writes while the other SSDs are busy performing GC. Since
host writes can be served by staging disks, GC-Steering can
prevent clients from being influenced by GC. However, once
the staging disks become full and run out of free space to service host writes, foreground GC becomes unavoidable. To be
more specific, it differs from SWAN in that it inherits the limitation of a cache. The staging space is divided into read and
write regions, and hot data needs to be migrated to the space
for read requests. Space constraints in the staging space not
only make it impossible for all reads to avoid collision with
GC, but it also causes migration overhead.
Log Write AFAs. While using the traditional RAID architecture (e.g., RAID4 or 5) for the purpose of fault-tolerance,
some studies adopt log-structured writing, fundamentally
changing its storage management policy, so as to generate sequential write requests that are more suitable for flash-based
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: Heavy interference

: Alleviated interference

SSDs. To distinguish them from traditional ones, in this paper, we call AFA systems with log writing a log-structured
RAID (Log-RAID).
SOFA is one of the first attempts to use the log-structured
approach for AFAs [9]. SOFA integrates volume management, flash translation layer (FTL), and RAID logic together
and runs them all in the host level. This integration enables
global management of GC and wear-leveling, resulting in
overhead associated with storage maintenance tasks being
considerably reduced.
SALSA is similar to SOFA in that it offloads almost all of
the functions that are typically performed inside storage devices to the host level [21]. However, unlike SOFA, SALSA’s
primary aim is in building a general-purpose storage platform that supports various types of storage media that are
incapable of supporting in-place updates such as SSD and
SMR.
Purity is an AFA appliance developed by Pure Storage [10]. Purity adopts log-structured indexes and data layouts that are based on the LSM-tree algorithm [43] to ensure that data is written in large sequential chunks. For better
utilization of disk capacity, it also incorporates compression
and deduplication algorithms into their system.
SWAN shares the same advantages of the aforementioned
techniques as it runs its log-structured storage management
logic at the host level. However, SWAN takes it one step further by minimizing the performance interference caused by
GC while considering an AFA design that balances storage
media and network interface performance.

3
3.1

Design of SWAN
Design Goal and Approach

The primary design goal of SWAN is to provide sustainable
high performance for All Flash Array (AFA). More specifically, so that storage does not become the bottleneck, we aim
to guarantee AFA storage performance to always be higher
than or equal to the network interface bandwidth of AFA.
At a glance, this looks easy to achieve by simply using a
RAID of multiple SSDs because even consumer-grade SSDs
provide more than 1 GB/s bandwidth. As shown in Figure 2(a), RAID can be used to improve performance and
reliability of AFA by composing multiple SSDs in parallel.
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(a) RAID

(b) Log-structured writing on RAID

(c) SWAN
Application
IO

Management
IO
Garbage collection

SSD

write
operation

read
operation

Garbage collection

write
request

read
request

frontend
R-group

backend
R-group

Figure 2: Comparison of All Flash Array (AFA) design. Existing AFA roughly follow either (a) RAID or (b) log-structured
writing on RAID (Log-RAID) approaches. We propose (c) SWAN, a spatial separation approach to AFA.
However, its design is susceptible to gradual performance
degradation due to high GC overhead inside SSDs. In fact,
it turns out that such SSD-level GC can significantly degrade
performance and incur latency spikes in AFA [30, 51].
To mitigate the internal SSD-level GC overhead, logstructured writing on RAID (Log-RAID), as depicted in Figure 2(b), has been widely adopted in AFA [9, 10, 21]. It generates SSD-friendly write requests by transforming small,
random write requests to a bulk, sequential write stream
thereby reducing the internal GC overhead in SSDs. However, the I/O operations for AFA-level GC (not SSD-level)
may significantly interfere with application I/O and degrade
performance by constantly issuing read/write requests. In
particular, if an application tries to read a sector on an SSD
where AFA-level GC is in progress, read latency could increase by several orders of magnitude [21, 23, 51]. A common approach to mitigate such interference is to perform
AFA-level GC at idle time by temporally separating application I/O and AFA-level GC I/O, that is, segregate the two
I/Os in terms of time. However, temporal separation of application I/O and AFA-level GC I/O is hard to control in reality
because high performance AFAs are designed to handle multiple concurrent clients.
The key idea of our approach is the spatial separation of
application I/O and AFA-level GC I/O to minimize such interference by organizing the SSDs into a two-dimensional
array as depicted in Figure 2(c). Like Log-RAID, we adopt
log-structured writing on RAID to minimize the performance degradation caused by heavy SSD-level GC while
providing high performance and reliability using RAID.
However, unlike Log-RAID, we spatially separate SSDs into
two pools, the front-end and back-end pools. The frontend pool will serve write requests from applications in a
log-structured manner, while the back-end pool is used for
SWAN-level GC, which is GC that occurs only at the backend pool. Thus, SWAN-level GC does not interfere with application write requests. When the front-end pool SSDs be-
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come full, a pool of SSDs from the back-end becomes the
front-end and the old front-end SSDs return to the back-end.
This design also has the advantage that application read requests are less interfered by SWAN-level GC operations. Recall that as SWAN uses commodity SSDs, it does not have
direct control over SSD-level GC. However, we take a best
effort approach given the conventional SSD interface.
3.2

Flash Array Organization

SWAN exposes linear 4KB logical blocks such that upperlevel software just considers SWAN as a large block device.
The SWAN software module is implemented as a part of the
Linux kernel in the block I/O layer, where a logical volume
manager or a software RAID layer is implemented. SWAN
groups multiple SSDs into a single physical volume, which is
then divided into fixed-size segments. It manages each segment in a log-structured manner, with new data always being
sequentially appended. A segment is the unit for writing a
chunk of data as well as for cleaning of obsolete data. Similar
to other log-structured systems, therefore, SWAN manages
mapping between logical blocks and segments, and, when
necessary, it performs GC to secure free segments.
The overall architecture of SWAN is like a big hostlevel FTL supporting multiple SSDs, but it is the management mechanism in SWAN that differs from typical systems. Typical RAID systems manage an SSD array in a onedimensional manner, that is, all the SSDs are arranged horizontally and incoming writes are evenly striped over all of
them. Unlike RAID, in SWAN, an array of SSDs is organized as a two-dimensional array. Then, SSDs belonging to
the same column are grouped in a RAID manner and are
used in parallel. This group of SSDs is called a RAID group
(R-group) as this is where redundancy is manifested to prevent data loss in the event of hardware or power failure. The
R-group is also where the size can be set such that its aggregate throughput surpasses the network interface provided by
AFA. That is, for AFA providing higher network interface
bandwidth, we can increase the number of SSDs within the
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Figure 3: Example of handling read/write requests in SWAN
where R-group 0 is the front-end R-group and R-groups 1
and 2 are in the back-end pool. SWAN appends writes to
the log and issues write requests to the front-end R-group in
segment units. Read requests will be served by any R-group
holding the requested blocks.

R-group to match the network bandwidth. We further discuss
optimizing the configuration of SWAN in Section 3.5.
3.3

Handling Application I/O Requests

As discussed, SWAN organizes SSDs into two or more Rgroups, and each R-group is either a front-end or belongs to
the back-end pool at a certain point in time. SWAN manages
the movement of the R-groups such that each R-group takes
turns being the front-end R-group, while the rest belong to
the back-end pool.
Only the front-end R-group serves the incoming writes in
a log-structured manner, consuming its free space. Once free
space of SSDs in the R-group in the front-end pool is exhausted, SWAN moves this R-group to the back-end pool
and selects a new R-group in the back-end pool that has
enough free space to become the front-end R-group to serve
writes coming in from the network. Incoming read requests
are served by any SSD holding the requested blocks.
Figure 3 shows an example of how SWAN handles the
I/O sequence < w1 , r12 , w3 , r27 > arriving from the network,
where wi and ri are the write and read of block i, respectively.
The writes are appended to a segment, but are actually distributed across SSDs in the front-end R-group and are written in parallel. Reads, in contrast, will be served by any of
the three R-groups. To alleviate read delays due to GC, we
can employ methods such as RAIN as suggested by Yan et
al. [60], which we do not consider in this study and leave for
future work. However, as we show later, even without such
optimizations, SWAN read performance does not suffer from
delays as it is always given highest priority. Thus, read performance is comparable with conventional methods, while
write performance is significantly improved.
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Garbage Collection in SWAN

SWAN performs GC to secure free segments like other logstructured systems. SWAN chooses victim segments from
one of the back-end R-groups and writes valid blocks within
the chosen R-group. That is, GC is performed internally
within a single back-end R-group. Also, while any victim
selection policy could be used [13, 16], in this paper, we use
the greedy policy that chooses a segment that has the least
number of valid blocks as the victim. Such GC creates a free
segment in the chosen R-group. When the front-end R-group
becomes full, SWAN chooses an R-group in the back-end to
be the next front-end, then moves the old front-end to the
back-end group. SWAN completely decouples normal I/O
from GC I/O by spatially separating SSDs into the front-end
R-group and the back-end R-groups, so as to eliminate interference by GC I/O upon user writes.
3.5

Optimizing SWAN Configuration

The key insight behind the SWAN design is that given the
many SSDs in AFA, only a portion of these SSDs (which
forms the R-group) are sufficient to saturate the network
interface bandwidth of an AFA. However, to realize and
achieve sustainable high performance in SWAN, it is important to properly decide the configuration knobs: 1) the number of SSDs in an R-group and 2) the minimum number of
R-groups in an SSD array.
Determining the number of SSDs in an R-group. The
aggregated throughput of the SSDs in one R-group must
be high enough to fully saturate the AFA network interface
bandwidth. Thus, we determine the number of SSDs in an
R-group such that the aggregated write throughput1 of the
SSDs in an R-group is higher than the aggregated AFA network interface bandwidth. For example, using an AFA configuration such as the EMC XtremIO in Table 1, given the
aggregate network throughput of 10 GB/s and assuming the
maximum write throughput of an SSD to be 2.5 GB/s [48],
four SSDs (three for data and one for parity) must be assigned to the R-group to support RAID4 in SWAN.
Determining the minimum number of R-groups. Besides
the raw aggregated throughput of an R-group, another important factor to decide the maximum write throughput of
SWAN is GC overhead. If consuming a segment in a frontend R-group is faster than generating a free segment in the
back-end R-groups, SWAN-level GC will be a performance
bottleneck, limiting its performance. Thus, the number of the
back-end R-groups should be large enough for SWAN-level
GC not to fall behind. We provide an analytic model to calculate the minimum number of R-groups, which determines
the number of back-end R-groups, to avoid cases where GC
falls behind the front-end writing. In our analytic model, we
only consider operations that dominate the execution time
1 We consider only the write throughput of an SSD because read is faster

than write.
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such as read, write, and garbage collection and do not consider SSD-level optimizations such as the write buffer in the
SSD that could further improve SSD performance.
Since SWAN manages the SSD array in a log-structured
fashion, it divides the SSD space into fixed-size segments,
and all the write and cleaning operations are done in segment
units. Let Tw and Tr denote the elapsed times for writing and
reading a segment to and from an SSD, respectively. Let Te
be the time for erasing flash blocks in a segment when all the
data in it are invalid.
SWAN writes new data over the network to a front-end Rgroup. Once the front-end R-group fills up, it is moved to the
back-end. To perform GC for a segment that has both valid
and invalid pages in the back-end, the valid pages must first
be read and then written to a free segment. Of course, all
flash blocks in the free segment must be erased before writing valid pages. Therefore, time to finish GC of an R-group
is S · (Te + u · (Tr + Tw )) where S is the number of segments
in an R-group and u is the ratio of valid pages in a segment
(i.e., segment utilization). After finishing GC of an R-group,
we will have S · (1 − u) free space for this R-group. That Rgroup will be moved to the front-end later at some time. It
will take S · (1 − u) · Tw to completely consume the free segments in that R-group.
In SWAN, all R-groups are independent of each other; either they service writes and reads as the one in the front-end
or they perform GC and reads as ones in the back-end. Once
an R-group is moved to the back-end pool, it will not be chosen as a front-end R-group until all previous R-groups in the
back-end are consumed. This implies that, after an R-group
moves to the back-end pool, it will return as the front-end
R-group after (N − 1) · (S · (1 − u) · Tw ) time at the earliest,
where N is the number of R-groups in a SWAN array. This is
when data are written to the front-end R-group SSDs at maximum throughput; it will take longer to return if the throughput is lower.
This tells us that, if the GC time of an R-group is equal to
or shorter than the time that R-group is recycled, SWAN can
finish GC of an R-group before moving it to the front-end.
Conversely, if the above condition is not met, SSDs in the
front-end R-group may need to delay writes as it waits for
free segments to become available.
Consequently, the condition
S · (Te + u · (Tr + Tw )) ≤ (N − 1) · S · (1 − u) · Tw
must hold to guarantee that SWAN-level GC does not interfere application writing at the front-end. This can be simplified as follows:
Te + u · (Tr + Tw ) ≤ (N − 1) · (1 − u) · Tw
From here, we get


1
u
Te
Tr
·
+1 ·
+
+1 ≤ N
Tw 1 − u
Tw
1−u
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(1)

Note that Equation 1 is independent of the number of
SSDs per R-group and dependent on the specifications of
the SSDs and the utilization. Previous studies [31, 38, 53]
have shown that in a log-structured scheme, ud = u−1
ln u holds,
where ud is the disk utilization. This tells us that even for
heavy loaded storage systems where the disk utilization (ud )
is 60% to 70%, u will be below 0.5.
Let us now consider applying the model. Given an array of
SSDs, let Te , Tw = tw · B, and Tr = tr · B be constants, where
Te , tw , tr , and B are the time to erase a segment, write a block,
read a block, and the number of blocks in a segment, respectively. From our AFA prototype, our measurements show that
segment erase time is roughly 4 milliseconds, block read and
write time is 15.6 and 19.5 microseconds, respectively, and
the number of blocks per segment is 256. Taking these numbers and with a storage device that is (ud =) 60% utilized,
which results in roughly u = 0.33, then we can calculate
N to be roughly 1.89. This tells us that with SWAN composed of two R-groups, we will be able to sustain the full
network interface bandwidth performance and see no GC affects throughout its services. We believe that the modeling
results based on our measurement-based parameter estimations effectively reflects the underlying system architecture
as the impact of realistic factors such as queuing delays and
resource contention are being reflected in the measured parameters.
Applying these results to a realistic setting, let us, once
again, take a configuration such as EMC’s XtremIO in Table 1, assuming an SSD with 2.5 GB/s write bandwidth. If
we can configure each R-group to be of four SSDs, which
is enough to saturate the network bandwidth, then we have,
in the smallest configuration case (18 SSDs), three back-end
R-groups (plus two spare SSDs), which will be more than
sufficient to allow full sustained write performance.
One factor that we did not consider in our analysis is the
bandwidth consumed by read requests to the back-end Rgroup. However, in reality, as the number of back-end Rgroups are sufficiently high, these reads will not have a real
effect on GC time needed to return as a front-end R-group.
Our analysis shows that with our SWAN approach, once
we have set the number of SSDs within the R-group to match
the network bandwidth, the total number of SSDs to maintain
high, sustained performance can be determined. Also, extra
SSDs for larger capacity will further ensure that SWAN-level
GC will not interfere user writes at the front-end.

4

Implementation

We implement SWAN and Log-RAID in the block I/O layer,
where the I/O requests are redirected from the host to the
storage devices, in Linux kernel-3.13.0. For our implementation, we extend the SSD RAID Cache implementation in
the Device Mapper (DM) [42] to accommodate AFA storage.
To implement RAID0, RAID4, and RAID5, we use mdadm,
which is a GNU/Linux utility used to manage and monitor
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software RAID devices [54].

1000

1000

Metadata Management

4.2 Optimizing GC using TRIM
TRIM is used to further optimize GC. Once valid pages in a
victim segment are written back to the new segment, then the
victim segment is TRIMmed. This is efficient as the writing
of the segments occur in a sequential manner and also, as the
TRIM unit is large. With large segments being TRIMmed,
the SSD firmware will perform erasures in an efficient manner. Thus, it helps SWAN achieve high performance regardless of SSD manufacturer.

5

Evaluation

In this section, we first present the evaluation results of
micro-benchmarks to see how our design choices affect the
behavior of SWAN and help to avoid GC interference. We
then present the evaluation results of real-world workloads
and compare the performance of SWAN to the traditional
RAID0, RAID4, RAID5, and Log-structured management
schemes (Log-RAID0 and 4) for an array of SSDs.
We evaluate SWAN on a Dell R730 server equipped with
two Xeon E5-2609 CPUs and 64GB DRAM. We use 120GB
Samsung 850 PRO SSDs of which measured peak read and
write throughput is roughly 500MB/s and 400MB/s, respectively. The number of SSDs used differ from experiment to
experiment as we describe later. We measure performance
at the host system. Before any experiments for a particular
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SWAN and Log-RAID maintain basically the same metadata. They manage two types of metadata: 1) a mapping table from the logical volume to the physical volume mapping
table (L2P) for address translation, and 2) the segment summary information. Each entry in the table, which takes up 5
bytes, corresponds to a 4 KB block in an SSD array. Thus,
the metadata size for the mapping table is roughly 0.12% of
the total storage capacity (i.e., 5 bytes per 4 KB).
The segment summary metadata contains information
about each segment such as the segment checksum, sequence
number, and the physical to logical mapping (P2L) for GC.
It is located in the last block of a segment taking up 4 KB
per segment. The metadata overhead for segment summary
depends on SWAN’s configuration. For example, for a 1 MB
segment size, which is the size used in our experiments, segment summary takes up 0.39% of the storage space (i.e.,
4 KB per 1 MB).
In the SWAN and Log-RAID prototypes, we maintain the
entire metadata structures in DRAM, assuming that their
contents are backed up by built-in batteries in the server. Owing to their huge size, however, keeping all of the data structures in DRAM could be burdensome, in terms of cost and
energy. To address this, on-demand mapping that only keeps
popular mapping entries in DRAM while storing the rest in
SSDs can be considered. However, we do not consider this
in this study.

Throughput (MB/s)
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Figure 4: (a) Performance comparison of RAID0, LogRAID0 and SWAN0 with 8 SSDs with SWAN0 configured
as 4R-2SSD and (b) performance trend for Log-RAID0 and
SWAN0 with 3, 6, 9 SSDs with SWAN configured as 3 Rgroups with 1, 2, and 3 SSDs.
configuration, we go through a systematic cleaning and aging process; each SSD is first cleaned through formatting and
TRIMming, and then the SSD is aged by making random
writes to roughly 60% of the storage capacity.
5.1

Micro-benchmarks

We compare the performance of SWAN with two other AFA
schemes, RAID and Log-RAID, all with RAID0 configurations. We denote each of these configurations as SWAN0,
RAID0, and Log-RAID0, and the convention of attaching
the suffix number representing the RAID type to the configuration will be used throughout hereafter. To understand
their behavior especially under heavy GC, we make use of
the FIO [6] benchmark issuing 8 KB random write (only)
requests. To observe the raw performance, we disable any
caching layers and directly issue writes to each scheme. Each
experiment is conducted for two hours and its total footprint
is roughly 12 TBs. Each experiment is performed more than
3 times and all results are within 6% of each other.
Figure 4(a) shows the results with 8 SSDs and SWAN
configured as 4 R-groups of 2 SSDs each, which we denote
as 4R-2SSD. Hereafter, this numbering convention will be
used to represent SWAN configurations. The results show
that RAID0 shows worst performance because it generates
random writes and incurs high GC overhead inside the SSD.
While Log-RAID0 transforms random writes to bulk, sequential writes, its performance is slower than SWAN0. The
reason is Log-RAID0 requires GC to reuse log space, which
issues read and write operations to all SSDs as illustrated in
Figure 2. These GC related operations significantly degrade
normal I/O operations. In contrast, SWAN0 shows close to
full SSD throughput.
We then compare the performance of Log-RAID0 and
SWAN0 with varying number of SSDs to understand how
our partial aggregation of SSDs affects performance. We
make use of 3, 6, 9 SSDs to configure Log-RAID0 and
SWAN0, which, in turn, is configured as 3R-1SSD, 3R2SSDs, and 3R-3SSDs using 3, 6, and 9 SSDs, respectively.
As Figure 4(b) shows, surprisingly, the throughput of Log-
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Table 3: I/O characteristics of YCSB benchmark

(a) Log-RAID0 (8-SSD)

RAID0 degrades as more SSDs are used, while performance
of SWAN0 improves. The reason behind this can be explained by the results shown in Figure 5, which shows (a)
8 SSDs configured as Log-RAID0 and (b) SWAN0 as 4R2SSD. The results in this figure show that even with only
2 SSDs for SWAN, performance is actually better than LogRAID0 with 8 SSDs. Furthermore, it shows that the throughput of Log-RAID0 fluctuates significantly, while SWAN0
shows high, sustained write performance that is proportional
to the 2 SSDs in the R-group. The reason for throughput
degradation with Log-RAID is that normal I/O and GC I/O
interfere with each other. When normal I/O and GC I/O requests are being served by the same SSD, the latency of
each I/O operation increases. As more SSDs get involved,
the throughput of Log-RAID0 degrades because GC performance is limited by the slowest SSD [18].
Analysis of GC Behavior

We further analyze the performance degradation caused by
AFA-level GC. For the random write workload of Figure 5,
we plot the read/write throughput of each SSD for LogRAID0 and SWAN0 in Figure 6. Note that all reads here are
those issued for GC, and thus, we can observe the negative
effect on overall performance due to such read operations.
Figure 6(a) shows the results for Log-RAID0. We see that
all SSDs are involved in write operations throughout its execution. GC operations of Log-RAID begins from a in the
figure, and performance starts to fluctuate from that point.
This is also the point where read maintains a steady bandwidth overhead. (Though there is a line for read before this
point, the value is 0.) The total amount of write requests up
to this point closely coincides with the total RAID capacity.
Once disk space becomes exhausted, GCs are triggered, and
we observe performance deterioration and fluctuation. This
observation lasts until the end of our experiment.
Figure 6(b) shows the performance for SWAN0. Here, in
contrast to those of Figure 6(a), we see that the throughput
of SSDs 1 and 2 that comprise the front-end R-group is close
to 400MB/s, the maximum throughput of the SSD, as they
are the ones receiving the write requests. The performance
offered to the user is the aggregate of the two SSDs, which
is roughly 800MB/s. Once the free segments in the first two
SSDs are exhausted, SSD 3 and 4 become the front-end R-
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Figure 5: Throughput of Log-RAID0 and SWAN0 over time
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group and the old front-end R-group becomes the back-end.
When SSD 7 and 8 become the front-end R-group, SWAN
starts performing GC by selecting the SSDs with victim segments based on the greedy policy. In the figure, the R-group
denoted by b is the front-end and the one denoted c is
the selected back-end R-group that is performing GC. Note
from c (and the magnified circle) that only SSDs performing
garbage collection is incurring reads. All other SSDs neither incur reads or writes (except the ones of the front-end
R-group). These front-end and back-end transitions are repeated throughout the experiments.
To quantitatively understand how SWAN GC behaves in
runtime, we analyze the utilization of victim segments (i.e.,
the ratio of valid pages in a victim segment) and the number of free segments in the SWAN array for 80 minutes. Recall that as our workload continuously writes to the front-end
R-group and GC on the back-end must continuously be performed in the background to maintain stable performance.
From Figure 6(b), we observe that starting from around 800
seconds, GC starts to occur. Figure 7 shows that initially the
utilization of the selected victim segments are 0, but then
start to increase. The results show that, eventually, the utilization of the victim segment and the number of free segments are converging. This is because data is being overwritten and thus, the back-end R-group is likely to have many obsolete data. Such convergence shows that free segment generation through GC in SWAN is stable and does not interfere
with the writes occurring in the front-end R-group.
5.3

Real-world Workload

To see how effective SWAN is in a real-world setting, we experiment with the YCSB benchmark [11] on RocksDB [5].
For these experiments, we use RAID4 and 5 configurations,
which is different from previous sections, to test SWAN in
a more realistic setting. In particular, we use 9 SSDs with
RAID4, RAID5, Log-RAID4, and SWAN4, which is configured as 3R-3SSD with 2 data SSDs and 1 parity SSD per
R-group.
The workload characteristics of YCSB is summarized in
Table 3, which includes the amount of data accessed by three
different operations, Read, Update, and Insert, as well as the
read/write ratios. Note that all the YCSB benchmarks consist of two phases: load and run phases. The load phase is responsible for creating the entire data set in the database, thus
involves a large number of Insert operations. The run phase
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Figure 6: Throughput of Log-RAID0 and SWAN0 for random write workload used in Figure 5. Top eight rows are the write
throughput for each SSD and they include not only user requests but also GC incurred by each scheme. The bottom row shows
the aggregate throughput of each scheme. The blue (upper) line denotes write throughput and the red (lower) line denotes the
read incurred by GC. The SWAN configuration here is the same as that of Figure 5.
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Figure 7: Utilization of a victim segment and the number
of free segments for SWAN0 with 8KB size random write
workload for 80 minutes
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Figure 8: Throughput comparison for RAID4, RAID5, LogRAID4, and SWAN4 for YCSB benchmark.
pared to the other schemes. As read is more latency-sensitive,
we now further analyze read latency.

executes a specific workload (YCSB-A through YCSB-D)
with different I/O patterns on the created data set.
Overall Performance: Figure 8 shows the overall throughput results. The results show that SWAN4 outperforms
RAID4, RAID5, and Log-RAID for all the workloads. In
the Load phase where almost all of the requests are writes,
SWAN exhibits over 4× higher throughput compared to
RAID-4/5 and even performs 17% better than Log-RAID.
This is due to the fact that SWAN4 maintains sufficient free
space to serve incoming writes immediately without interference by GC. In particular, for the YCSB-A workload where
the workload is composed of reads and updates, SWAN4 performs significantly better than the other schemes, including
Log-RAID4. Even in the other workloads, which are read
dominant, SWAN4 performs slightly better or similar com-
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Read Latency: We now consider the effect of SWAN on
read latency. As shown in Figure 9, the average read latency of SWAN is similar to or better than the other schemes.
Moreover, as illustrated in Figure 10, SWAN exhibits much
shorter tail latency compared to others across all of the
YCSB benchmarks. This is because, in RAID4/5 and LogRAID4, read requests are often blocked by AFA-level or
SSD-level GC. In particular, we find that even under readdominant workloads (YCSB-C and YCSB-D), SWAN4 exhibits shorter read latency. The reason for this is due to background GC. More specifically, recall that in all our experiments we include a systematic cleaning and aging process
for the array of SSDs. We find that AFA-level GC (for LogRAID4 and SWAN4) continues for a considerable length of
time (roughly 15 minutes), while SSD-level GC [55] contin-
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are hit and served by the OS page cache holding data that
were recently written but have not yet been evicted to the
front-end R-group. The busy back-end contains old data, so
only few read requests are directed to that R-group.
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Figure 9: Average read latency comparison for RAID4,
RAID5, Log-RAID4 and SWAN4 for YCSB benchmark
Table 4: Read requests in SWAN for YCSB-A workload

Front-end
Back-end (Idle)
Back-end (GC)

# of requests (million)

Avg. latency (usec)

20.3
25.9
3.93

98
88
103

ues even further, which interfere with read requests. Fortunately, SWAN spatially separates GC so that it occurs only
in one R-group, which enables us to effectively hide interference by GC. This argument is supported by Figure 11,
which depicts the latency distribution of read requests for
YCSB-C. Unlike the other schemes where we observe high
latency spikes, SWAN shows fairly stable and consistent read
latency.
To further understand SWAN’s impact on read latency in
more detail, we measure the latency of reads served by three
different types of R-groups in SWAN: the frond-end, the idle
back-end (that does not perform GC), and the busy backend (that is performing GC), as shown in Table 4. As expected, the idle back-end provides the shortest read latency.
The frond-end, on the other hand, is responsible for handling
user writes, and thus it provides longer read latency than the
idle back-end. Finally, the read latency on the busy back-end
shows worst performance as it is more likely to be delayed
by the erase and the write operations incurred by GC.
Table 4 also shows the number of reads handled by the
three R-groups with the YCSB-A workload. We observe that
92% of the read requests are serviced by the idle back-end
(52%) and the front-end (40%). Only 8% of the reads are
destined for the busy back-end group that is performing GC.
This skewed data access is due to YCSB’s I/O pattern model
that is based on the Zipf distribution, which is typically observed in many data-center applications [8, 14]. We find that,
under the Zipf distribution with temporal locality, the frontend and the idle back-end R-groups are likely to receive more
reads because they hold recently written data as we delay GC
of R-groups as much as possible (as depicted in Figure 6).
The frond-end receives a relatively smaller number of read
requests than the idle back-end because many read requests
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Analysis with an open-channel SSD

In AFA systems with RAID, I/O requests can be unexpectedly delayed if SSD-level GC is triggered. In particular, GCblocked read I/Os are considered to be the root cause of long
tail latency [60]. Unlike existing AFA systems, SWAN suffers less from SSD-level GC because it writes all the data in
an append-only manner, thereby avoiding valid page copies
for GC inside an SSD.
In this section, we quantitatively analyze the benefits of
SWAN on individual SSDs, in terms of tail latency. Since
we cannot modify and analyze the internals of off-the-shelf
SSDs, we implement a custom page-level FTL scheme on
an open-channel SSD [34]. From two different settings,
SWAN0 and RAID0 with six SSDs, we collect block I/O
traces of FIO random read/write workloads, and then replay
the traces atop our open-channel SSD. We integrate a performance profiler with the custom FTL and monitor and collect
detailed FTL activity statistics including page reads/writes,
block erasures, as well as elapsed times for serving host reads
and writes.
Figure 12 depicts the latency CDF measured in the openchannel SSD. The read and write latencies of NAND chips
in the open-channel SSD is around 100us and 500us, respectively. SWAN0 shows shorter latency and shorter tail compared to RAID0 throughout its execution. This indicates that
I/O performance of RAID0 is deteriorated by the extra page
copies for internal GC. Consequently, the results confirms
that SWAN is effective in reducing SSD-level GC overhead.

6

Discussion

Benefits with simpler SSDs: The main design principle of
SWAN is minimizing the performance interference caused
by SSD-level GC and AFA-level GC. We think this opens
opportunities to save cost and power consumption without
compromising performance by adopting SSDs with simpler
design. We expect that the main benefits of the simpler SSD
will come from 1) smaller DRAM size, 2) FTL implemented
on a low-power ARM core or hardware, and 3) smaller overprovisioning space (OPS).
A high-end modern SSD today requires an FTL (SSD
firmware), a large amount of DRAM (e.g., 0.5-16 GB for
mapping tables [45, 49]), high-end processors to run its
space management and garbage collection algorithm (e.g.,
multi-core ARM processor [19]) along with additional overprovisioning space (OPS) (e.g., extra 6.7% to 28% of flash
capacity just for OPS [46, 47]) to reduce garbage collection
overhead. However, SWAN does not rely on such a sophisticated, powerful FTL. SWAN sequentially writes data to segments and TRIMs a large chunk of data in the same segment
at once. This implies that an SSD receives sequential write
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Figure 10: CDF of read latency for YCSB benchmark. The tail latency of SWAN is shortest in all workloads. In particular, at
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Figure 11: Read latency distribution of YCSB-C
streams all the time from the host, which will be obsolete together later. Under such workloads, it is only necessary for
an SSD to carry out block erasures to reclaim fully invalidated flash blocks, and thus complicated media management
algorithms like address remapping and garbage collection
are not needed. On the SSD side, actually, a simple blocklevel FTL is sufficient to support SWAN’s workloads. By
making the design of FTL simpler, we can reduce cost for
DRAM and the processor inside the SSD and save power
consumption as well. For example, a page-level FTL scheme
requires roughly 1 GB of memory for a 1 TB SSD to manage
the mapping information [45]. However, in our experience of
implementing the block-level FTL for SWAN, only 8 MB of
DRAM is required for address mapping. Also, for SSDs deployed with SWAN, they do not require a powerful processor
to run sophisticated FTL algorithms such as hot-cold separation and multi-streamed I/O management [27] that are designed to reduce GC overhead. We expect a single low-power
ARM core or even hardware logic to be enough to manage
NAND flash with SWAN. Finally, SSDs used in SWAN do
not need to reserve large OPS, which is critical to reduce
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Effect of NVRAM: As a remedy for GC overhead,
one might argue that NVRAM could be used as a write
buffer to accommodate incoming writes while the underlying SSDs are busy doing GC. Using NVRAM, however, is
costly because it requires expensive battery-backed DRAM.
Thus, even high-end AFA controllers have only few GBs
of NVRAM (e.g., 8-64 GB [3]) and use it to improve data
persistence and consistency, for example, by keeping user
data for a few seconds before a new consistency point
starts [56]. However, considering various factors such as
cost of NVRAM, the high bandwidth of the AFA network,
the ever-increasing working-set size, as well as the limited DIMM slots, we think using NVRAM to buffer large
amounts of user data for an extended period of time to maintain high throughput and hide SSD-level GC is not an easily
acceptable solution.

7

Related Work

Reducing GC overhead: Considerable effort have been
made at various layers in the storage stack to reduce GC
overhead in flash storage, including at the file system [32,
39, 41], the I/O scheduler [24, 29], buffer replacement [26],
and the SSD itself [17, 27, 28]. These efforts, likewise, alleviate GC overhead through reduced write amplification, but
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do not completely remove or hide GC overhead.
The recently proposed TTFlash almost eliminates GC
overhead by exploiting a combination of current SSD technologies including a powerful flash controller, the Redundant
Array of Independent NAND (RAIN) scheme, and the large
RAM buffer in SSD internals [60]. By making use of the
timely technologies in SSD, Tiny-tail handles I/O requests
with almost no-GC scenario, with the caveat that the copyback operation must be supported. While Tiny-tail is an SSD
internal approach, it is different from what we propose as,
first, we target an array of SSDs and second, we can make use
of any commodity SSD, though a SWAN optimized, simpler
SSDs would be most efficient.
GC preemption: Preemption is another way to decouple
GC impact from user requests. GC preemption is a means
of virtually postponing GC to avoid conflicts between GC
and user requests. A number of studies, including an industry
standard, have been conducted in this direction [33, 57, 59].
However, GC preemption is prone to failure for various reasons such as excessive write requests or ill-chosen GC policies [60].
Array of Flash/SSDs: There have been studies to address
GC impact in arrays of SSDs. Flash on Rails [51] and Harmonia [30] are SSD-based array schemes suggested to resolve the GC problem. Flash on Rails separates read and
write requests on different physical disks to separate the read
request handling SSD from the GC handling SSD. This is a
similar approach as our work, with the difference being that
we consider a large scale, network connected storage system
while Flash on Rails maintain at least one replica SSD for
servicing read requests. It basically differs from SWAN in
physical data placement and redundancy level. In large capacity storage devices such as an AFA system, this doubling
of space is subject to deployment constraints. In contrast, in
Harmonia, the host OS synchronizes the GC of all SSDs to
prevent request blocking from unaligned GC for an array of
SSDs. This approach does not remove or hide GC, but synchronizes GC to reduce its negative effect.
Gecko: The work most similar to ours is Gecko, which was
designed for an array of HDDs [50]. Gecko is similar to
SWAN in that it views the chain of HDDs as a log with new
writes being made to the tail of the log to reduce disk contention by GC. SWAN advances this idea especially in the
context of AFA, which is SSD-based. The key differences
between Gecko and SWAN in terms of storage media can be
summarized are as follows. 1) SWAN provides a guide to organizing of an array of SSDs based on the analytical model
that reflects the characteristics of commercial SSD devices.
2) SWAN introduce the most efficient way to use SSDs in
AFA through writing large amount of data sequentially and
trimming, which is an SSD-only feature. 3) GC preemption
is employed for serving read requests. 4) SWAN provides
implications for a cost effective SSD design for AFA.
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In terms of system organization, unlike Gecko, which uses
a one-dimensional array of HDDs, SWAN manages SSDs
in two dimensions to spatially separate GC writes from
first-class writes and to achieve higher aggregated storage
throughput than the network throughput. Also, Gecko has
to prevent interference by read operations because it targets
HDDs, where a read operation can also move the disk head.
Exposing flash to host: LightNVM [7] and Applicationmanaged Flash [34] attempt to eliminate GC overhead by
letting the host software manage the exposed flash channel.
These approaches are similar to our method in that GC is
being managed by the host, but they are different in that they
do not decouple the I/Os for GC and those requested by user
applications. Hence, even though these approaches reduce
GC impact by directly controlling the flash devices from the
host, GC is required in managing the flash device. SWAN, on
the other hand, hides GC overhead through host controlled
GC in an array of SSDs.

8

Conclusion

We presented a novel all flash array management scheme,
named SWAN (Spatial separation Within an Array of SSDs
on a Network). Our work was motivated by key observations
that aggregating a number of SSDs is sufficient to surpass
the network bandwidth. However, burdensome garbage collection together with all flash array software prevented us
from realizing optimal performance by making it difficult
to fully saturate the peak network bandwidth. In an attempt
to overcome this problem, SWAN decoupled GC I/Os from
normal ones by partitioning the SSD array into two mutually exclusive groups and by using them for different purposes in a serial manner: 1) serving incoming writes or 2)
performing GC in the background. This spatial separation
of SSDs enabled us to hide costly GC overheads, providing GC free performance to the applications. Moreover, using an analytical model, we confirmed that SWAN guaranteed no GC interference I/Os at all times if two mutually
exclusive groups were properly partitioned. Our evaluation
results showed that SWAN offered consistent I/O throughput
at close to the maximum network bandwidth and that read
latency also improved.
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